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IMPROVEMENT IN V ACUUM RAILROAD - BRAKES.
Specification forming part of Letters Patent No. 28,670, lated June 12, 1860; extended June 11, 1874; Reissne
No. 8,971, dated November 18, 1879; application filed October 24, 1879.

to all whom it may conce'n:
Beit known that NEHEMIAH. HoDGE, de
ceased, late of North Adams, in the county of
Berkshire and State of Massachusetts, was
the first original and true inventor of a new
and useful method of and apparatus or sys
tem of mechanism for operating the brake
machinery and brakes of railway-carriages;
and the following is believed to be a full, clear,
and exact description of such apparatus and of
the manner of patting the same into practice,
such as will enable others skilled in the art to

make and use the same, reference being had
totle accompanying drawings, making a part
of this specification.
The said invention consists in certain com
binations of mechanical devices, contrivances,
or fixtures placed upon a locomotive-engine
and upon the car or cars attached thereto or
connected therewith, whereby common atmos
pheric pressure is employed as the force to
operate the brake machinery and brakes of
such car or cars.
Of the mechanical devices or contrivances

which are combined in the construction of the

comotive having a reciprocating motion such
as is required to work a pump. The piston of
the pump, in the present instance, is connected
to the pitman of one of the driving-wheels,
near the cross-head, thereby securing the
Working of the pump whenever the locomo
tive is in motion, so as to rotate the driving.
wheels; also, placed upon the locomotive and
attached firmly thereto, at any convenient
point, is the air-chamber B, connecting such
chamber with the pump A by the tube a b, so
that the working of the pump will exhaust the
air from the chamber B, and create and main
tain, as nearly as is practicable by such means,
a constant vacuum, or approximate vacuum,
in the chamber B, for a purpose.hereinafter
explained.
At any convenient point upon the locomotive,
as at or near the apex of the boiler, the cock C is
placed, uniting in such cock the tubes bed, as
shown in Fig. 3. The body or key of the cock
C is provided with two ways or channels, no,
which ways or channels intersect each other
at right angles in the center of the body or
key, and both ways terminate at that point.
A steln, s, projects from the body of C, termi
nating in the handle q, and so near the engi

apparatus referred to, some, separately consid
ered, are old and well known, and some are
believed to be entirely new, while the system neer's stand as will enable him to control its
of apparatus itself, taken as a whole, and its movements,
mode of operation, for the purpose above The tube a is jointed to the tube bat any
named, or for any similar purpose, is believed
point outside of the cock C, so that
to be altogether new, and of: the invention of convenient
when the body or key of the cock is adjusted
the said NEHEMIAH. HoDGE.
with the way 7, opening into the tube d, and
Of the drawings referred to, Figure 1 shows the
way 0, opening into the tube c, the Com
tle construction in a side elevation of a loco munication
between the tubes b and c is closed,
motive-engine and so much of the machinery and
hence,
when
this is done, by the working
of such engine as is connected with the said

apparatus and is required to work the same,
while Fig. 2 exhibits a longitudinal sectional
view of the skeleton or frame-work of an eight
wheel car with the ordinary brake machinery
and brakes attached thereto, and upon the

two figures taken together is represented the
said apparatus and system of mechanism for
operatiug
the brake machinery and brakes ofsuch car.
Placed upon and attached firmly to the loco
motive, at any convenient point, is a common
air-pump, A, connecting the piston of such
pump to any part of the machinery of the lo

of the pump A, a vacuum or approximate
vacuum
is created and maintained in the cham
ber B.
The tube d opens into and communicates

with the external atmosphere. The tube c
extends along the middle of the cab-roof to
within a short distance of the end of the roof
and terminates in a lateral disk, facing down
ward on the under side of the roof, as shown
in Fig. 4. This disk is surrounded with the
platel, as shown in Fig. 5, which plate has an
opening in the middle of sufficient diameter to
receive the disk. The thickness of the plate
somewhat exceeds the thickness of the disk,
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so that when the plate is placed over and

external pressure on the heads of only ten

around the diskit forms a countersink, having pounds on the square inch. This amount of
the face of the disk for the bottom of such couin external atmospherical pressure is gained by
tersink. . The bottom of this countersiik is creating a two-thirds vacutain in the chamber
l)--a degree of vacuum easily attainable by .
faeed with a flat ring of india-rubber, such ring the
means which are employed for that pur:
having an opening in the center correspond
ing to the opening in the center of the disk pose, which means are the constant working
or end of the tube c. Projecting downward of the pump A, when the locomotive is in no
either in running forward or backward,
from the plate , and firmly attached thereto, tion,
is a stirrup or yoke, k, having a thumb-screw, and, in conjunction with the pump, the exlhaust
v, passing upward through the middle of the ed air-chamber B to be brought into commu
nication with the flexible air-chamber D when
yoke and directly under the center of the disk, ever
it is required to apply the brakes, or
for a purpose hereinafter explained, such yoke
bring then down upon their respective
and thumb-screw being shown both in Fig. 4 to
wheels.
.
and Fig. 5.
From the under side of the body of the car, The communication between the flexible air
Fig. 2, is suspended a flexible air-chamber, D. chamber D and the pump A and the exhaust
This chamber is so censtructed as to contract ed air-clamber B is effected through the in
and
expand longitudinally, while it remains tervening tubes f and g on the car, and the
rigid and incompressible radially, and hence, coupling-tube h, between the tube g on the
car and the tube c on the locomotive, in coln
when exhausted, or approximately exhausted, junction
with the cock C, adjusted with the
of air the disks or leads e e will be forced
toward each other by atmospherical pressure way 0, opening into and corresponding to the
tube b, and the way n, opening into and corre
acting externally against the heads.
To a stem projecting from the center of each sponding to the tube c, as shown in Fig. 3,
the communication between the tubes
of the heads ee are attached the chains i i, closing
and d, and consequently cutting off the com
the chains passing in opposite directions from cmunication
between the external atmosphere
thence over the pulleys pp on the bolster.
and
the
flexible
air-chamber ID, tile tube f
beams of the trucks, and the free elds of the
chains so passed over the pulleys are con being more fully shown in Fig. 12. The air in
nected to the upper extremities of the brake the chamber D now escapes into the exhaust
levers : , lainged on the inner brake-bars and ed air-chamber 13-through the tubes.f, g, h, e,
l, and a, and is rapidly drawn from thence by
resting against the inside of the inner end the
working of the pumps A, (supposing the
beams of the truck-frames.
The lower extremities of the levers
are train to be in motion,) producing almost ill
connected by the rods r * to the lower ex stantaneously a vacuum, or approximate vac
in the chamber I), whereupon the cham
tremities of the brake-levers y y, hinged on uun,
suddenly contracts longitudinally under
the outer brake-bars, and having their upper ber
extremities resting against the inside of the the atmospherical pressure acting externally
against the headsee, and through the chains.
outer end beams of the truck-frames.
ii this pressure or force is carried to the brake
It is now plain that if force be applied to levers
, bringing down the brakes upon their
the upper extremities of the levers v through respective.
wheels with a force proportioned
the chains i i, acting in the direction of the
the degree of vacuum created in the cham
arrows, such force will act upon the brake to
bars to force the brake-heads, shoes, or rub ber I).throw off. . - this force and let up the brakes
bers against their respective wheels, and the it To
requisite force to produce such a result is is only necessary to turn the cock C to the
gained by creating a vacuum, or approximate right one-quarter of the way round, so that
the way a will be adjusted to the opening in
vacuum, in the flexible air-chamber D, when the
tube d, and the way 0 will be adjusted to
the disks or heads ee will be forced toward
each other by atmospherical pressure acting the opening in the tube c. Tiais adjustment
of the cock will open a communication be
externally against tle heads.
The maximum amount of force gained by tween the external atmosphere, through the
this means will depend upon the diameter or tubes d, e, i, g, and f, and the flexible air
superficial extent of the disks or heads e e chamber ID, wherely the air rushing into the
aird the degree of vacuum created in the cham chamuer I) through opening restores an equi
ber D; and in applying this mode of operat librium of atmospherical force or pressture to
ing the brake machinery and brakes of rail the internal surfaces of the disks or heads a
Way-Öarriages it should be first ascertained e, and thereby neutralizes or balances the ex
as nearly as it is possible to do the maximum. ternal pressure used to apply the brakes.
amount of force which it is Hecessary to ap To graduate the force acting on the brakes
ply to the upper extremities of the brake-le to any desirable or given amount, and then to
vers v to operate the brakes effectively un continue such amount in action any required
der alpy ordinary circumstances. The cham length of time, it is only necessary to open
ber D is the constructed with disks or heads momentarily the communication through the
of sufficient diameter or superficial extent to cock C between the flexible air-chsmber D and
give the maximum amount of force with an the purnp A and the exhausted air - clhamber
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B until the chamber D contracts sufficiently the india-rubber facings at the bottoms of the
to bring down the brake to the degree of force countersinks,
so as to make air-tight joints,
required, at which point the communication which joints, by
the backward movement of
may be instantly cut off by reversing the the
screws,
may
be
easily detached, and again
movement of the cóck C and adjusting it so by the forward movement
of the screws, when
that the way n. will stand against the space tle disks are replaced in the
countersinks, are
between the tubes e and d, and the way o easily
readjusted.
This
explains
will stand against the space between the tubes in which the tube g is coupled fromthecarmainer
to car.
b and c, and hence by the successive' move.
7 shows the skeleton or frame-work of
ments and adjustments of the cock C, as theFig.
air-chamber 1), with one-half the
above described, the brakes are placed com seriesflexible
of
spring
brackets or knees which form.
pletely under the control of the engineer,
Walls of tile clamber and unite the disks
It now remains to describe more particularly the
ee to the band U, while Fig. 9 shows the wiole
the parts and adaptations of the tubes g and series
of knees forming the walls of the clan
h, and also the manner of constructing the ber, and
Fig. 10 shows such chamber finisled
flexible air-chamber D.
and ready for use.
The tube g is coupled to the tube fat m, and : Fig. 8 shows the internal surface of the disks
is firmly attached to the roof of the car by the ee,
and Fig. 1 shows a series of steel spring
brackets jj. The tube gterminates at each knees
or brackets bent, punched, and shaped
end in a lateral disk facing downward on the ready
being riveted to the band U and
under side of the roof. Each disk is sur either for
of the disks e.
rounded with a piate having a stirrup or yoke
of the disks e e has its internal star
and thumb-screw, and faced with a flat ring of faceEach
lined with a disk of leather or vulcanized
india-rubber, and in all respects fitted up pre india-rubber cloth, 2, in Fig. 8 such leather or
cisely like the disk at the termination of the cloth
projecting some inch (more or less)
tube c on the cab, and for a like purpose. The beyonddisk
the
disk beyond its outer edge,
tube gis provided with two cocks, aca, as seen as seen in metal
Fig.
7,
for the purpose of being
in Fig. 2. The ways or channels of these cocks joined to the covering
of the body of the
when open exactly coincide with the caliber chamber.
of the tube. The objeet of these cocks is to The metal disks e b are covered with india
cut off the communication between the tubesg rubber
cement on their internal surfaces when
and the external atmosphere at the rear end the leather
clotl disks are laid on, and in ad
of the car, and as each end of every car in dition to theoradhesiveness
of the cement unit
rulining to and fro upon a railway becomes al ing the cloth and metal disks
to each other a
ternately the rear end and the fore end a cock.

flat concentric metal ring, E, Fig. 8, of the ex
is required at each end of the tube g to meet act
diameter of the metal disk, is placed on
the exigencies arising from this change; but

in coupling the tubes of two or more cars to
gether the cocks are all to remain open ex
..cepting
the rear cock in the hindermost car,
Wilhich is to be closed.

and over the cloth disk, and such ring and
metal disk are riveted firmly to each other, as
shown in Fig. 8, the cloth disk intervening be

tween the ring and netal disk.
The band U forms the middle section of the

The coupling-tube h is of india-rubber, and walls of the chamber. It is somewhat less in .
when exhausted of air is supported against diameter
than the disks e e, and has a flange,tt,

atmospherical pressure by the wire coil G,
(shown in Fig. 6,) the caliber of such coil cor
responding in size with the caliber of the tubes
c and ty. Such coil extends from end to end
through the india-rubber tube, excepting so
much of the latter as is empioyed over short
a sections of metal tube at each end. (Seen at
FF.). These sections of metal tube terminate
each in the lateral disk at 4, and that portion
of each which is inserted in the india-rubber

tube has a deep screw-thread cut upon it, so
that when soilserted and then would closely
around with strong twine or wire over the rulo
ber tube it becomes firmly jointed to the lat
ter.

at each end turning outward, the outer edges
of which are of the exact diameter of the disks
e c. Each of the flanges t t is faced with a
concentric ring of leather or india-rubber cloth
laid on, and secured to the fanges in the same
manner and for the sane purpose that the
leather or cloth disks are laid upon, and se
cured to the metal disks e. e. Such leather or
ciott rings are seen at 4 4 in Figs. 7 and 9.
The disks e e are now joined to the flanges of
the band Uby intervening series of steel spring
knees or brackets. 33 3, as shown in Figs. 7
and 9, each series being formed, entire from
a strip of sheet-steel, as shown in Fig. 1.
One end of each series of knees is riveted to
one of the disks e, and the other end is riv
eted to one of the flangest, as shown in Fig. 7
and also in Fig.9. These series of knees, when
placed in close proximity entirely around the
outer diameter or circumference of the flanges
t it and disks e e, form the walls of the cham

In coupling the tubes c and g together the
disks at at are placed one in the countersink at
the termination of the tube c under side the
cab-roof, and the other in the countersink at
the termination of the tube 9 under side the
end of the car-roof and directly over the thumb
screw ae in the stirrups or yoke k, and by turn
ing up the screws the disks are pressed against ber D, and are supported radially against the

atmospherical pressure when a vacuum is
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created in the chamber D. by the flat concen
tric metal rings 1 1 1, inclosed within each
outer circle of knees, as seen in Fig. 7.
In covering the walls of the chalmber D con
centric lings of leather are first used. The outer
circumference of such rings is a trifle larger
than the circumference of the outer circles of
knees, and the illner circumference of such
lings corresponds to the circumference of the
inner circles of knees. This gives a breadth
of ring somewhat exceeding the width of the
sides of the angular grooves formed by the
knees or brackets, so that when the rings are
ett radially, and then opened ald placed over
allel around the sides of the angular grooves,
their upper edges and lower edges may be
lapped and cemented together. Next, the
edges of the cloth disks 2 2 and the edges of
the cloth rings 4 4 are turned down and joined
to leather rings, over which they lap, by ce
ment. This leather covering is again sur.
rounded with a covering of vulcanized india
rubber cloth laid on in concentric rilugs cut,
lapped, and cemented in the same manner in
which the leather covering was done, only with
greater care and perfection. The flexible air
claamber D, as shown in Fig. 10, is now com
pleted and ready for use, and, in combination
with the air-pump, is applicable to various uses
other than the one abové designated.
The walls of the chamber D, instead of be
ing formed of a series of spring-knees, as
above described, may be formed of series of
Ehinged jointed knees, and instead of having
the disks e e and band U circular they may
be square or many-sided:
The series of knees 3 33 should not have

the edges of their illner or lesser circles of
knees come in contact with each other when

the chamber is distended to its maximum
length, but should have sufficient spaces inter
vening to allow the inner or lesser circles to
contract into lesser diameters, and to descend
toward
the axis of the chamber, when the
clisks e e are forced toward each other.
The system of hand-brakes to which this

invention is applied in the drawings is sub
stantially the same as that patented to Nehe
miah Hodge, originally, on the 2d day of Octo
ber, A. D. 1849, and shown by a plan view in
Fig. 13; but the said apparatus is applicable
to any system of hand-brakes, whether double
acting or single-acting; and if double-acting,
instead of making the application through the
clhains i i and the levers , as shown in the

It will be observed that the cock C, with its

connections, embraces a system of ports and
passages adapted to perform by separate
movements or adjustments the several func
tions of opening communication from the ex
haust apparatis to the air-chamber , of reg
ulating the almount of such opening, of closing
such opening after or as soon as the desired
degree or amount of partial vacuum is secured
in such air-chamber without read initting ex
ternal air to lessen or (kcstroy such partial
vacuum, and also of readmitting external air
to such air-chamber, so as to release or let off
the brakes.
What I claim herein as the invention of the
said NEHEMIAH HODGE is
1. The mode of actuating railway-car brakes
by the exhaustion of the air from a contract
ing and expanding air-chamber connected with
the brake-levers, substantially as set forth.
2. As one of the constituent elements of a

vacuum-brake apparatus, a fixed air-chamber
having one or both ends flexible and expansi.
ble, and connected with the brake lever or le

vers, substantially as and for the purposes set
3. The combination of a longitudinally ex
panding and contracting air-chamber, a pipe
connection from the interior thereof to an air
exhaust apparatus, and a system of valve.
governed ports and passages for opening coln
nunication from the flexible air-chamber to
the exhaust for closing such communication at
will and for readmitting air to the flexible.
chamber, substantially as set forth.
4. As an element in the construction of
fluid-pressure brake apparatus, and in combi
nation there with, a cock having an arrange.
melat of ports adapted by its varying adjust
ments to apply, release, graduate, and retain
brake-pressure, substantially as set forth,
5. The combination of an air-exhaust plan),
an exhaust-chamber in direct communication
there with, a pipe-connection thence to a flexi
ble air-chamber underneath the car, and a
cock adapted to open communication from the
flexible air-chamber to the exhaust for closing

forth.

such communication at will and for readmit

ting air to the flexible chamber, substantially
as set forth.

6. The flexible air-clhamber D, in combina
scribed, wherely common atmospheric press
ure is employed as the force to operate the
brake machinery and brakes of railway-cars.
drawings, the application may be made to any 7. The combination of the pump A chain
system of double-acting hand-brakes through ber B, cock C, and flexible air-chamber D, ar
and operated as and for
one of the chains i, or its equivalent, connect. ranged, combined,
above named.
ing one of the diskse of the flexible air-cham theInpurpose
witness whereof I, the said George West
lberto any point in such system of hand-brakes
through which the due operation of the brakes ina.use, Jr., assignee, have hereunto set any
is or may be effected by the ordinary chain
and windlass.

In this latter application the flexible air

chamber D may be constructed with only one
movable disk, e, and the other disk may be
combined with the band U.

tion with the air-pump, substantially as de

GEORGE WESTINGHOUSE, Jr.

Witnesses:
R. H. WHITTLESEY,

GEORGE H. CHRISTY.

